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Abstract
Consider a stochastic sequence fZn; n ¼ 1; 2;yg; and deﬁne PnðeÞ ¼ PðjZnjoeÞ: Then the
stochastic convergence Zn-0 is said to be monotone whenever the sequence PnðeÞm1
monotonically in n for each e40: This mode of convergence is investigated here; it is seen to be
stronger than convergence in quadratic mean; and scalar and vector sequences exhibiting
monotone convergence are demonstrated. In particular, if fX1;y; Xng is a spherical Cauchy
vector whose elements are centered at y; then Zn ¼ ðX1 þ?þ XnÞ=n is not only weakly
consistent for y; but it is shown to follow a monotone law of large numbers. Corresponding
results are shown for certain ensembles and mixtures of dependent scalar and vector sequences
having n-extendible joint distributions. Supporting facts utilize ordering by majorization; these
extend several results from the literature and thus are of independent interest.
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1. Introduction
Let fX1;y; Xng be random k-vectors having common location-scale parameters
ðh;RÞ; and let %Xn ¼ ðX1 þ?þ XnÞ=n: Laws of large numbers on Rk assert that %Xn
tends in probability to concentrate around hARk: Speciﬁcally, Chebychev’s
inequality
Pðð %Xn  hÞ0R1ð %Xn  hÞpe2ÞX1 k=ne2 ð1Þ
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delimits the concentration of %Xn on Mahalanobis [13] neighborhoods, with similar
bounds for rectangular sets as in [19, p. 274]. Such bounds increase with n for each
ﬁxed e; but the probabilities themselves need not be monotone, and it thus is
germane to study conditions for which this is the case. This matter was ﬁrst
considered by Proschan [16] for the case %XnAR1:
To continue, ﬁx n; deﬁne f %X r ¼ ðX1 þ?þ X rÞ=r; r ¼ 1; 2;y; ng; and consider
the propositionP : %X r increases in concentration about hARk monotonically in r: Then
conditions sufﬁcient for P are that fX1;y; Xng be independent and identically
distributed (iid), having a common log-concave density symmetric under reﬂection
about 0ARk; as shown for k ¼ 1 by Proschan [16], and for k41 by Olkin and Tong
[15]. Dependent scalar arrays satisfying P are found (i) on taking fX1;y; Xng to be
exchangeable under symmetry and unimodality of a conditional density on R1; as in
[15]; (ii) on assuming sign-invariance and Schur-concavity of the joint density on Rn;
as in [4]; and (iii) on considering selected ensembles and mixtures of elliptical
distributions on Rn; as in [9].
Moments are clearly sufﬁcient but not necessary for convergence. Let fX1;y; Xng
have a spherical Cauchy distribution on Rn with joint characteristic function (chf) as
given by fXðtÞ ¼ eiyt01n ejt0tj
1=2
; with yAR1 as the common centering parameter for
each, and with 1n ¼ ½1;y; 10ARn: Standard arguments now give the chf for Zn ¼
ðX1 þ?þ XnÞ=n as fZnðtÞ ¼ eityejtj=n
1=2
: Then lim fZnðtÞ ¼ eity degenerates at y; and
convergence in distribution to a constant is tantamount to convergence in
probability. For further details see Ref. [5]. In consequence, not only is Zn ¼ %Xn
weakly consistent for y; but it is shown subsequently to follow a monotone law of
large numbers. An outline follows.
In this paper we study scalar and vector sequences exhibiting monotone
convergence through concentration orderings on metric and nonmetric neighbor-
hoods in Rk: Preliminary developments occupy Section 2. Section 3 undertakes a
study of monotone convergence per se, which under moment conditions is seen to
imply convergence in quadratic mean. Selected ensembles and mixtures of
distributions, if n-extendible, are shown in Section 4 to exhibit monotone
convergence. Monotone laws of large numbers are shown for exchangeable vector
sequences requiring neither independence, nor concavity, nor densities, nor
moments. Basic tools are characteristic functions, majorization, and other analytic
devices. Proofs using majorization are deferred to an appendix. These extend several
results from the literature and thus are of independent interest.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation
Designate Rk and Rkþ as Euclidean k-space and its positive orthant; xAR
k is of
order ðk  1Þ with transpose x0; Fnk consists of real ðn  kÞ matrices; Sn;S0n; and Sþn
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comprise the real symmetric ðn  nÞ matrices and their positive semideﬁnite and
positive deﬁnite varieties; and OðkÞ is the real orthogonal group acting on Rk: The
trace of A is designated as trðAÞ: Special arrays include the ðk  kÞ identity Ik; the
Kronecker product A#B ¼ ½aijB; the block-diagonal form DiagðA; BÞ; and the
equicorrelation matrices H ¼ fHðrÞ ¼ ½ð1 rÞIn þ r1n10n; cnoro1g in Sþn ; with
cn ¼ ðn  1Þ1: Abbreviations include pdf and cdf as probability density and
cumulative distribution functions, whereas LðXÞ designates the law of distribution
of X : For X ¼ ½X1;y; Xn0AFnk with X iARk; the coordinate mapping
t : Fnk-Rnk takes X rowwise into tðXÞ ¼ ½X 01; X 02;y; X 0n0: Under second moments
the dispersion matrix VðXÞ of XAFnk is understood to mean V ½tðXÞ; with tðXÞ ¼
½X 01; X 02;y; X 0n0 considered as a random element in Rnk: In particular, if VðXÞ ¼
X#R with XASþn and RAS
þ
k ; then VðA0XBÞ ¼ A0XA#B0RB:
2.2. Orderings
Consider fa1X?Xang and fb1X?Xbng on Rn such that b1 þ?þ bkXa1 þ
?þ ak for 1pkpn  1; and b1 þ?þ bn ¼ a1 þ?þ an on Rn: Then b ¼
½b1;y; bn0 is said to majorize a ¼ ½a1;y; an0 on Rn as in [14], and we write bga:
The simplex Sð1Þ ¼ fpARk : 0ppip1; p1 þ?þ pk ¼ 1g; when ordered by major-
ization as ðSð1Þ;gÞ; is a lattice as noted in Ref. [7]. The space ðSþk ;kLÞ has the
positive deﬁnite ordering of Loewner [12], such that AkLB if and only if A  BAS0k;
with AgLB when A  BASþk : Probability measures fmðÞ; nðÞg on Rk are ordered
here by peakedness over the class C0k consisting of convex sets in R
k that are
symmetric under reﬂection about 0ARk; i.e., xAA implies xAA; and where C0k þ t
designates its translate.
Deﬁnition 1 (Sherman [18]). The measure mðÞ is said to be more peaked about 0ARk
than nðÞ if and only if mðAÞXnðAÞ for every set ACC0k; in which case we write
mðÞkpnðÞ: More generally, mðÞ is more peaked about dARk than is nðÞ about nARk
whenever their translates are so ordered about 0ARk:
2.3. Models
Suppose thatLðZÞ is constant on l2-spheres in Fmr: ThenLðZÞ ¼LðPtðZÞÞ for
every PAOðmrÞ; and LðZÞ is said to be spherical on Fmr: Its chf, with argument
SAFmr; necessarily takes the form Eðei tr S0ZÞ ¼ fðtr S0SÞ for some f :R1þ-R1þ:
The transformation Z-X ¼ A0ZB þ H; with A0AFnm; BAFrk and HAFnk ﬁxed,
generates a matrix X having an elliptically contoured distribution on Fnk: Its chf,
with argument TAFnk; takes the form
Eðei tr T 0XÞ ¼ ei tr T 0Hfðtr BT 0XTB0Þ ð2Þ
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in which X ¼ A0A: Denote its distribution as LðXÞ ¼ En;kðH;X;R;fÞ with
R ¼ B0B; and let
En;k ¼ fEn;kðH;X;R;fÞ; ðH;X;RÞAFnk  Sþn  Sþk ;fAFn;kg ð3Þ
consist of all such distributions on Fnk; as f ranges over the class Fn;k comprising all
such matrix chf’s. Here H ¼ ½h1;y; hn0 represent location parameters with
fhiARk; 1pipng; whereas ðX;RÞ are natural scale parameters. Under moment
conditions it follows that EðXÞ ¼ H by symmetry, and that VðXÞ ¼ kfX#R for
some kf40 depending on fðÞ: The case k ¼ 1 yields the elliptically contoured
distributions Enðh;X;fÞ; as studied by Cambanis et al. [3] and others.
As in [15], we consider the case that X ¼ HðrÞ; and then mixtures of these as r
varies over ðcn; 1Þ: The dispersion structure VðXÞ ¼ kfHðrÞ#R now identiﬁes
fX1;y; Xng as an exchangeable vector sequence extending the exchangeable scalar
sequences of Olkin and Tong [15]. Such dependencies do occur in practice, where
calibrated instruments often generate equicorrelated measurements owing to
common errors of calibration. Moreover, mixtures over these may account for
random errors of calibration; see [8]. Accordingly, designate by Gðcn; 1Þ the
collection of cdf’s on ðcn; 1Þ: Then the chf of a mixture over En;kðH; HðrÞ;R;fÞ
becomes
Eðei tr T 0XÞ ¼ ei tr T 0H
Z 1
cn
fðtr BT 0HðrÞTB0Þ dGðrÞ; ð4Þ
the corresponding distribution is identiﬁed as LðXÞ ¼ Mn;kðH;R;f; GÞ; and
Mn;k ¼ fMn;kðH;R;f; GÞ; ðH;RÞAFnk  Sþk ;fAFn;k; GAGðcn; 1Þg ð5Þ
is an ensemble comprising all such mixtures.
The subclass Gn;k consists of scale mixtures of matrix Gaussian laws
Gn;kðH;X;R; FÞ on Fnk: Its chf takes the form
gXðTÞ ¼ ei tr T 0H
Z N
0
ei tr T
0XTR=2t dFðtÞ ð6Þ
with FðÞ in the class FðR1þÞ comprising the cdf’s on R1þ:
For the case X ¼ HðrÞ; we may identify fX1;y; Xng as an exchangeable vector
sequence under Gaussian mixtures, and further correlation mixtures over these have
chf’s of the type
gXðTÞ ¼ ei tr T 0H
Z 1
cn
Z N
0
ei tr T
0HðrÞTR=2t dFðtÞ dGðrÞ: ð7Þ
Denote by GMn;kðH;R; F ; GÞ its distribution, and by GMn;k ¼ fGMn;kðH;R; F ; GÞ;
FAFðR1þÞ; GAGðcn; 1Þg the corresponding ensemble. The joint densities on Fnk; to
be associated with Gn;kðH;X;R; FÞ and GMn;kðH;R; F ; GÞ; have mixture representa-
tions corresponding to (6) and (7), respectively.
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We turn next to concentration orderings in sequences f %Xn; n ¼ 1; 2;yg
consisting of successive vector means, and to prospects for their monotone
convergence.
3. Monotone convergence
We examine essentials of monotone convergence, ﬁrst recalling modes of
stochastic convergence in metric spaces. These ﬁndings in turn support the notion
of monotone consistency in estimation.
3.1. Stochastic convergence
Conventional modes are convergence almost-surely ðC1Þ; in quadratic mean ðC2Þ;
in probability ðC3Þ; and in distribution ðC4Þ: Logical relations among these are
C1 ) C3 ) C4; and C2 ) C3 ) C4; whereas convergence in C4 to a constant is
equivalent to C3; as noted.
Limits in metric spaces are deﬁned in the metric topology comprising the open
neighborhoods. On Rk a base for the metric topology clearly is contained in C0k: This
supports a natural coupling of stochastic convergence with monotone convergence
for sequences increasing in peakedness. To these ends let fT; T1; T2;yg designate a
stochastic sequence in ðRkÞN ¼ Rk  Rk y; and observe that C2 refers here to
convergence of EðTn  TÞ0ðTn  TÞ: The sequence fðTn  TÞ; n ¼ 1; 2;yg is said
to increase monotonically in peakedness if and only if, for each nAf1; 2;yg; the
random vector ðTnþ1  TÞ is more peaked about 0ARk than is ðTn  TÞ: That such
increasing sequences might converge stochastically is the essence of the following.
Deﬁnition 2. Suppose that fðTn  TÞ; n ¼ 1; 2;yg increases in peakedness about
0ARk such that, for each neighborhood NeAC0k; PððTn  TÞANeÞm1 as n-N: Then
the stochastic convergence ðTn  TÞ-0ARk is said to be monotone.
Denote by CM that convergence is monotone; let hARk be a parameter; take
T ¼ h as ﬁxed; and consider fTng as a sequence of estimators for h: Standard
terminology holds fTng to be strongly consistent, mean-square consistent, or weakly
consistent for h; according as Tn-h in C1; C2; or C3; respectively. Here fTng is said
to exhibit monotone consistency for hARk if and only if ðTn  hÞ-0ARk in CM as in
Deﬁnition 2.
To continue, conditions assuring the increasing peakedness of fðTn  TÞ; n ¼
1; 2;yg about 0ARk are found in the appendix and references cited therein. It
remains to establish further conditions for their convergence in CM ; and to
investigate logical relations among the several modes. To these ends identify
elements of ðTn  TÞ as ½ðTn1  T1Þ;y; ðTnk  TkÞ0: Basic ﬁndings are summarized
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in the theorem to follow, where conclusion (ii) offers a simple test for showing that
PððTn  TÞANeÞm1; as required.
Theorem 1. Let fðTn  TÞ; n ¼ 1; 2;yg be increasing in peakedness about
0ARk; and consider fC2; C3; C4; CMg as modes for the stochastic convergence
ðTn  TÞ-0ARk:
(i) Then CM ) C3 ) C4:
(ii) In order that PððTn  TÞANeÞm1 under convergence in CM ; it is necessary that
ðTn  TÞ-0ARk in distribution.
(iii) If for n ¼ 1 the absolute moments fEjT11  T1j2þd;y; EjT1k  Tkj2þdg are all
finite for some d40; then CM ) C2 ) C3 ) C4:
Proof. Conclusion (i) is immediate since the monotone convergence PððTn  TÞA
NeÞm1 clearly implies convergence in probability. Conclusion (ii) follows by
contradiction, for if ðTn  TÞ does not converge in distribution to 0; then it can
converge in neither C3 nor CM from conclusion (i), thus contradicting the
hypothesized convergence in CM : To see conclusion (iii), Let RnAS
þ
k be
the dispersion matrix for ðTn  TÞ under second moments as assumed. From the
hypothesis that fðTn  TÞ; n ¼ 1; 2;yg increases in peakedness about 0ARk; and
from the appendix Lemma A.1, we infer that the sequence fRn; n ¼ 1; 2;yg is
monotone decreasing under Loewner [12] ordering on ðSþk ;kLÞ: It remains to show
that convergence in distribution of ðTn  TÞ; n ¼ 1; 2;yg implies convergence of
the corresponding moment sequence. To these ends let fFnj; n ¼ 1; 2;yg be cdf’s
for fðTnj  TjÞ; n ¼ 1; 2;yg with limit limn-N Fnj ¼ Fj; for j ¼ 1; 2;y; k: Further
designate by m
ðrÞ
nj and m
ðrÞ
j the moments EðTnj  TjÞr under Fnj and Fj; respectively,
and by mðrÞnj and m
ðrÞ
j the corresponding absolute moments EjðTnj  TjÞjr: Loeve [11,
Theorem 11.4B, p. 184] shows that if jtjr0 is uniformly integrable in Fnj for a given
r040; then fFnj; n ¼ 1; 2;yg is completely compact and, for every subsequence
Fn0j-Fj; it follows that m
ðrÞ
n0j-m
ðrÞ
j and m
ðrÞ
n0j-m
ðrÞ
j ; both ﬁnite. However, since
showing uniform integrability would require ad hoc analyses for particular cases,
instead we apply the Corollary to Theorem 11.4B as in [11], showing that if the
sequence fmr0þdnj ; n ¼ 1; 2;yg is bounded for some d40; then the conclusions of the
theorem hold. If we now assume that EðjT1j  Tjj2þdpMoN; then we see that
EðjTnj  Tjj2þdpM for nAf2; 3;yg; on applying Lemma 1 of Jensen and Foutz [10]
(see also the appendix), since fðTnj  TjÞ; n ¼ 1; 2;yg increases in peakedness
on R1 as in [1]. Since ðTn  TÞ-0ARk in distribution from conclusion (ii),
the foregoing developments imply that the trace tr Rn ¼ EnðTn1  T1Þ2 þ?
þEnðTnk  TkÞ2-0 as n-N; so that CM-convergence as in Deﬁnition 2 implies
convergence in C2 as claimed, to complete our proof. &
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It is essential here to note that monotone convergence is stronger than
convergence in quadratic mean. Convergence in CM does not entail moments
intrinsically, whereas under moment assumptions we have seen that CM ) C2:
On combining Deﬁnition 2, Theorem 1, and the work of Proschan [16] and Olkin
and Tong [15] as cited, we have the following monotone law of large numbers for
means of selected iid vector sequences fX1; X2;yg:
Theorem 2. Let fX1; X2;yg be an iid vector sequence whose typical element has
mean lARk and a symmetric log-concave density, and let f %Xn ¼ ðX1 þ?þ
XnÞ=n; nAf1; 2;ygg:
(i) Then f %Xng is CM -consistent for lARk; and thus is C3-consistent.
(ii) If, for some d40; absolute moments of order 2þ d for the elements of %X1 are
finite, then f %Xng is C2-consistent for lARk:
Proof. That %Xn increases in peakedness with nAf1; 2;yg is given for k ¼ 1 as
Corollary 2.4 of Proschan [16], and follows for k41 from Theorem 3.2 of Olkin and
Tong [15]. Moreover, the limit PððTn  TÞANeÞm1 is assured since EðX iÞ ¼ l fulﬁlls
necessity in Theorem 1 (ii) through Khintchine’s Law of Large Numbers. &
We next resume our study of vector sequences arising in structured ensembles and
mixtures of distributions. These encompass further developments along the lines of
Theorem 2, except that dependent vector sequences are somewhat more delicate than
are independent sequences.
4. Dependent vector sequences
We subsequently suppose that location vectors are homogeneous, i.e., that H ¼
½h;y; h0 with hARk: At issue is the comparative peakedness of %Xn as n is allowed to
vary arbitrarily, under stationarity of the location vectors fhn ¼ h; n ¼ 1; 2;yg:
4.1. Extendible distributions
Consider the matrix sequence fXðnÞ ¼ ½X1;y; Xn0AFnk; n ¼ 1; 2;yg; together
with the corresponding structured ensembles and mixtures of Section 2.3. Taking
limits while retaining essential structure requires that LðXðnÞÞ should be n-
extendible, i.e., that LðXðnÞÞ should be the joint marginal distribution for some
LðXðn þ 1ÞÞ for each nAf1; 2;yg: With Fn;k as the collection of matrix chf’s
identiﬁed following expression (3), extendibility places increasing restrictions on
admissible chf’s in successively higher dimensions, so that F1;k*F2;k*?*FN;k ¼TN
i¼1Fi;k: In order thatLðXðnÞÞ should be extendible in En;k for all n and ﬁxed kX1;
and in particular for k ¼ 1; it is necessary and sufﬁcient thatLðXðnÞÞ should belong
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to Gn;k as a scale mixture of matrix Gaussian laws. This follows on imbedding Fnk
into Rnk and applying a result of Schoenberg [17] for spherical distributions on RN :
We therefore suppose ﬁrst that LðXðnÞÞ ¼ Gn;kðH; In;R; FÞ; and then that
LðXðnÞÞ ¼ GMn;kðH;R; F ; GÞ: It may be noted that Gn;kðH; HðrÞ;R; FÞ ¼
GMn;kðH;R; F ; GÞ whenever GðÞ is singular at rAðcn; 1Þ: Extendible laws for
sequences fX1; X2;yg in ðRkÞN; as considered here, are designated as belonging to
either GN;k or GMN;k: Here the mixing distribution on HðrÞ is restricted to
GðÞAGð0; 1Þ in order that n might increase arbitrarily. These sequences in turn are
characterized completely by their ﬁnite-dimensional projections, namely, distribu-
tions of types Gn;kðH; In;R; FÞ and GMn;kðH;R; F ; GÞ; respectively, in view of the
Kolmogorov consistency theorem for vector sequences in ðRkÞN: A principal result
is the following.
Theorem 3. Suppose that LðXÞ ¼ GMn;kðH;R; F ; GÞAGMn;k; and let %Xn ¼ ðX1 þ
?þ XnÞ=n: Then %Xn increases in peakedness about hARk with increasing
nAf1; 2;yg:
Proof. Fix r in HðrÞ and proceed conditionally. For nam the marginal distributions
of %Xn and %Xm have the same functional form for both Gn;kðH; HðrÞ;R; FÞ and
Gm;kðH; HðrÞ;R; FÞ; conditionally given r: Arguments used in the proof for
Appendix Corollary 5.2 apply, now conditionally, on noting that ½1=n;y; 1=n; 0
majorizes ½1=ðn þ 1Þ;y; 1=ðn þ 1Þ on Rnþ1: The ordering is seen to hold pointwise
for each ﬁxed rAð0; 1Þ; and thus unconditionally on taking expectations with respect
to GAGð0; 1Þ; to complete our proof. &
4.2. Monotone consistency
We next seek to establish monotone laws of large numbers and other limit laws
for dependent vector sequences in ðRkÞN: To these ends deﬁne Gn;k and GMn;k as
before.
Theorem 4. Let fX1; X2;yg be a stochastic sequence in ðRkÞN; and let %Xn ¼
ðX1 þ?þ XnÞ=n for nAf1; 2;yg:
(i) Suppose that LðfXngÞAGN;k: Then f %Xng exhibits monotone consistency for h
and, if absolute moments of order 2þ d are defined for the elements of %X1 for some
d40; then f %Xng is C2-consistent for h:
(ii) Suppose that LðfXngÞAGMN;k: Then ð %Xn  ZÞ converges monotonically to
0ARk in CM ; where Z is a random element in Rk whose chf is given by
gZðsÞ ¼ eis0y
Z 1
0
Z N
0
ers
0Rs=2t dFðtÞ dGðrÞ: ð8Þ
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In particular, %Xn converges in law to Z as a scale mixture of elliptical Gaussian
laws on Rk having location-scale parameters ðh;RÞARk  Sþk :
Proof. We use essential properties of multidimensional chf’s. In particular, if gXðTÞ
is the chf for XAFnk with argument TAFnk; and if Y ¼ L0XAFrk with LAFnr
ﬁxed, then the chf for Y; with argument SAFrk; is given by gYðSÞ ¼ gXðLSÞ:
Starting at (6) for ﬁxed n; taking X ¼ In; recalling that H ¼ ½h;y; h0 with hARk;
and letting %Xn ¼ X 0L with L ¼ n11n; we infer that the chf for %Xn takes the form
g %XnðsÞ ¼ eis
0h
Z N
0
eis
0Rs=2ntdFðtÞ; ð9Þ
where %Xn; h; and s are all of order ðk  1Þ: We now may take limits as n-N;
showing that limn-N g %XnðsÞ ¼ eis
0h: From the Le´vy–Crame´r continuity theorem on
Rk it follows that %Xn-h in distribution and thus in probability. From Theorem 3,
showing that %Xn increases in peakedness, and from Theorem 1(ii), showing that the
monotone sequence converges, we infer that f %Xng exhibits monotone consistency for
h and, under absolute moments of order 2þ d; that f %Xng is C2-consistent for h; thus
establishing conclusion (i). Conclusion (ii) proceeds similarly on beginning instead at
expression (7), noting that n210nHðrÞ1n ¼ ½ð1 rÞ=n þ r in the exponent behind the
double integral corresponding to expression (9), and then taking limits as n-N to
obtain expression (8), to complete our proof. &
Several points deserve notice. Clearly fGn;k; n ¼ 1; 2;yg encompasses rich
families of heavy-tailed distributions on fFnk; n ¼ 1; 2;yg not necessarily having
moments, whereas fGMn;k; n ¼ 1; 2;yg contains equally heavy-tailed mixtures of
these. Familiar examples include versions of elliptical Student t-distributions on Fnk
having n degrees of freedom, as well as their extensions to include exchangeable
vector sequences fX1; X2;yg having elliptical Cauchy marginals on Rk for the case
n ¼ 1: Many other exchangeable scalar and vector sequences, not necessarily having
moments, are covered as well.
In particular, the case k ¼ n ¼ 1 sees ½X1;y; Xn as a spherical Cauchy vector in
Rn: For the latter case it has been noted that f %Xng is weakly consistent for a common
location parameter y; using chf’s as in the proof for Khintchine’s Law. Thus
spherical Cauchy averages are consistent even without moments, as noted. However,
from Theorem 4(i) we now see that such averages exhibit the stronger property of
monotone consistency as in Deﬁnition 2. Moreover, neither the vector nor scalar
sequences covered by Theorem 4(i) need have moments, yet we are assured of
monotone consistency in estimating a common location parameter. This stands in
sharp contrast to the iid case of Theorem 2, where ﬁrst moments are required to
ensure convergence as in Theorem 1(ii). In summary, even without moments, but
under structured dependence, we nonetheless have monotone laws of large numbers
for exchangeable scalar and vector sequences.
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5. Conclusions
Concentration orderings for linear forms in Rk are studied. Conditions sufﬁcient
for the orderings on Rk of Olkin and Tong [15], and of Chan et al. [4], are that
fX1;y; Xng should be iid, having a common location parameter and symmetric log-
concave density on Rk: Our ﬁndings show that neither independence, nor common
location vectors, nor log-concavity, is necessary. Indeed, our construction using
chf’s, together with structured ensembles of distributions, does not require that
densities exist.
Convergence in Rk utilizes the metric topology generated by norms such as
the maximum norm, the Euclidean norm, and the non-Euclidean metric of
Mahalanobis [13], for example. Our studies in limit theory have progressed on
noting that a basis for the metric topology on Rk is contained in the collection C0k:
This provides a natural link between peakedness ordering and stochastic
convergence in Rk: But C0k also contains many nonmetric neighborhoods, so that
peakedness appears inherently to be a stronger concept. It thus seems plausible that a
theory of monotone convergence might be built on nonmetric sets, where e-
neighborhoods in C0k could be identiﬁed in terms of their maximal diameter, for
example.
Under iid sequences, Breiman [2, p. 52], notes that ‘‘the strong law of large
numbers is basically a ﬁrst-moment theorem,’’ as are weaker laws by implication.
Under structured models for dependence, we have seen not only that scalar and
vector means may be consistent even without moments, but from Theorem 4 that
their convergence may be monotone. In short, %Xn becomes increasingly concentrated
about hARk as n increases, even for exchangeably dependent elliptical Cauchy
vectors, as noted. By contrast, if fX1; X2;yg were iid elliptical Cauchy vectors in
ðRkÞN; then X1 and %Xn would have comparable peakedness for all n; as noted also
by Proschan [16] for the case k ¼ 1:
Appendix
Peakedness orderings on R1; as deﬁned initially in [1], refer to intervals
symmetric about 0AR1: It follows under symmetry that X is more peaked
about zero than Y on R1 if and only if jX j is stochastically smaller than
jY j on R1þ: Thus with C as the collection of even functions on R1 such that
gðxÞAC is increasing in jxj; then the ordering mðÞkpnðÞ on R1 holds if and
only if
RN
N gðxÞ dmðxÞp
RN
N gðyÞ dnðyÞ; for every function gðÞAC for which both
expectations are deﬁned. For details and allied results see Lemma 1 of Jensen and
Foutz [10].
A basic connection between peakedness and dispersion orderings on Rk is the
subject of the following.
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Lemma A.1. Let X and Y be random elements in Rk having nonsingular measures mðÞ
and nðÞ with second-moment matrices VðXÞ ¼ Rm and VðYÞ ¼ Rn; respectively. If
mðÞkpnðÞ on Rk; then Rm%LRn on ðSþk ;kLÞ:
Proof. It sufﬁces to suppose that EðXÞ ¼ 0 ¼ EðYÞ: Construct Xa ¼ a0X and Ya ¼
a0Y as projections onto R1 for ﬁxed aARk; so that ma and na are the projected
measures onto R1: It is clear that if mðÞkpnðÞ on Rk for ﬁxed aARk; then
maðÞkpnaðÞ on R1 in the sense of Birnbaum [1]. On noting that gðxÞ ¼ x2AC; we
now invoke Lemma 1 of Jensen and Foutz [10] to infer that VarðXaÞ ¼
a0Rmapa0Rna ¼ VarðYaÞ for each ﬁxed aARk: But since the choice of aARk is
arbitrary, this is equivalent to asserting that Rm%LRn on S
þ
k ; as a varies over R
k: &
We develop the case that H ¼ ½h1;y; hn0 consists of heterogeneous location
vectors, and that X ¼ HðrÞ for some rAðcn; 1Þ: If second moments are deﬁned,
fX1;y; Xng are then equicorrelated and thus shifted exchangeable k-vectors having
heterogeneous means fh1;y; hng: For aARn; let Ma ¼ a1h1 þ?þ anhn in Rk: A
central result is the following.
Theorem A.1. Suppose that LðXÞ ¼ En;kðH; HðrÞ;R;fÞ; and let Za ¼ a1X1 þ?þ
anXn and Ma ¼ a1h1 þ?þ anhn: If bga; then Za is more peaked about MaARk than
is Zb about MbARk:
Proof. Suppose ﬁrst that b14a14a2 and a1 þ a2 ¼ d ¼ b1 þ b2 with 0odo1;
whereas fai ¼ bi; 3pipng: Then bga: Moreover, for any cARn; the chf of Zc ¼
c1X1 þ?þ cnXn; with argument sARk; is found to be
E½eis0Zc  ¼ eis0Mcf½c0HðrÞcs0Rs ðA:1Þ
on substituting cs0 for TAFnk in the chf for X; using standard properties of chf’s.
Expression (A.1) is seen to be the chf of an elliptical distribution on Rk with
c0HðrÞcR as its matrix scale parameter, namely, EkðMc; c0HðrÞcR;f). Now letting
JðzÞ ¼ ½z2 þ ðd  zÞ2 þ a23 þ?þ a2n ðA:2Þ
with fa3;y; ang ﬁxed such that z4d  z and d ¼ 1 a3 ? an; we ﬁnd that JðzÞ
is increasing on ½d=2; d with minimum at d=2: It follows that b0b4a0a; whereas
ðZb  MbÞ and ðZa  MaÞ have chf’s fðb0HðrÞbs0RsÞ and fða0HðrÞas0RsÞ;
respectively. We next apply a known result stating that Ekð0;K;fÞ is more peaked
about 0ARk than Ekð0;C;fÞ if an only if CkLK on ðSþk ;kLÞ; see [6] for further
details and references. Because bga implies that b0HðrÞbXa0HðrÞa for each ﬁxed
rAðcn; 1Þ; we infer from these results that Za is more peaked about Ma than is Zb
about Mb: For any bga; a can be derived from b through successive applications of
at most n  1 T-transforms as in [14, p. 22]. The foregoing developments apply at
each step, thereby completing our proof. &
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Corollary A.1. Suppose that LðXÞ ¼ Mn;kðH;R;f; GÞAMn;k; and again let Za ¼
a1X1 þ?þ anXn and Ma ¼ a1h1 þ?þ anhn: If bga; then Za is more peaked about
MaARk than is Zb about MbARk:
Proof. The proof consists in noting that Theorem A.1 applies pointwise for each
ﬁxed rAðcn; 1Þ; and observing that the ordering is preserved on taking expectations
with respect to GðrÞ: &
We next consider the comparative peakedness of vector means based on
different numbers of observations for distributions in the class Mn;k with n ﬁxed.
Speciﬁcally, let %X r ¼ ðX1 þ?þ X rÞ=r for rAf1; 2;y; ng; and suppose that H now
consists of homogeneous location parameters H ¼ ½h;y; h0AFnk with hARk: A
principal ﬁnding with regard to these partial vector means may be summarized as
follows.
Corollary A.2. Suppose that LðXÞ ¼ Mn;kðH;R;f; GÞAMn;k; with H ¼
½h;y; h0AFnk and hARk; and consider f %X r ¼ ðX1 þ?þ X rÞ=r; rAf1; 2;y; ngg:
Then %X rþ1 is more peaked about hARk than is %X r; for rAf1; 2;y; n  1g:
Proof. The proof consists in noting that the n-vector ½1=r;y; 1=r; 0;y; 0;
whose last n  r elements vanish, majorizes the vector ½1=ðr þ 1Þ;y;
1=ðr þ 1Þ; 1=ðr þ 1Þ; 0;y; 0 on Rn; whose last n  r  1 elements vanish. The proof
is complete on applying Corollary A.1. &
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